FAP Level III Online
(This course is valid as FAP Level II or III)

Mastering five-rules dancing: loosing your
feet in complex clinical situations
Lead: Amanda Muñoz Martínez, MS. and
Michel A. Reyes Ortega, PH.D.
8 weeks: March 28th – May16 th
Days: Monday
Hours: 6:00 pm-7:45 (Pacific time)
Investment:
Professionals: US$ 650
Students: US$ 450

Level II - III Online: Mastering five-rules dancing: loosing your feet in complex clinical situations
Functional Analytic Psychotherapy (FAP) pursues an honest, genuine, and intimate therapeutic
relationship to reach out client’s change, where both therapist and client behavior are relevant to
achieve permanent changes in several settings. Like in a dance, FAP therapist has to learn steps
(rules) to help their partners (clients) to move around the ballroom (life) with balance,
graciousness, and satisfaction.
This online seeks enhancing therapist’s skills to: think functionally about the therapeutic
interaction, create circumstances in session to provide natural consequences, implement
therapeutic rules with fidelity of the basic principles, and create genuine non-romantic
relationships. It allows therapist to work on difficult topics that emerge in session. This course
will approach to these issues based on FAP principles, some themes are: intimacy, disorders of
the self, grief, and feelings of void and meaningless.
To achieve our aims, we will use interactive functional analysis, lectures, experiential exercises,
home assignments, and in-vivo training. This online is available for those who had been
participated in introductory workshops or in the FAP online Level I.

Learning objectives:
1. To make functional descriptions of interactions in-session and out-of-session.
2. To implement therapeutic strategies based on behavioral analytical principles to produce
therapeutic change with precision and fidelity.
3. To identify difficult circumstances in-session, and use them in a therapeutic way.
4. To analyze and treat complex psychological problems that affect clients’ performance in
different settings.
Online contents:
1. Mixing passion and technique: Behavioral Analytic Principles behind Therapeutic Rules and
the ACL model.
2. Mastering Tango: Working with CRB1s and T1s.
3. Dancing in different scenarios: Using rule 5 and promoting generalization.
4. Challenging your dancing improvisation: Following the logic sequence in FAP.
5. Trying a slow-dance: Intimacy as the hub of therapeutic relationship
6. Regaining synchrony: Complex therapeutic circumstances (romantic and sexual feelings), and
FAP supervision
7. Teaching novel dancers: The problems of self in FAP
8. When passion for dance is lost: An alternative approach to values in FAP.
About the leaders:

AMANDA M. MUÑOZ MARTÍNEZ, MS.
(Lead): Functional Analytic Psychotherapy
Certified Trainer (University of Washington).
Psychologist. Master in Clinical Psychology,
Pontificia Universidad Javeriana (Colombia).
Doctoral student in Clinical Psychology,
University of Nevada, Reno (USA). Researcher,
supervisor, and therapist. She has conducted,
and published research on FAP in Spanish and
Anglo
scientific
journals
(i.e.
http://www.baojournal.com/IJBCT/IJBCT7_2-3/IJBCT-7_2-3.html).

MICHEL A. REYES ORTEGA, Ph.D (Lead):
Functional Analytic Psychotherapy Certified
Trainer (University of Washington). Current
ACBS México Chapter President. Director of
the Contextual Behavioral Science Institute
(México City). Clinical Professor and Affiliated
Scientist at the Borderline Personality Disorder
Clinic of Mexico’s National Institute of
Psychiatry. Associated Scientist of the Center
for the Science of Social Connection (University
of Washington).

For registration or information, please contact: Amanda M. Muñoz Martínez at
amandamile@gmail.com or Michel Reyes at michel.reyes@gmail.com
Technical requirements: In order to have the best access and connection to training you’ll need
high-speed Internet connection, computer with webcam, and headphones.
Informed consent: This group will emphasize personal and professional growth. Its main
component includes self-exploration and risk taking through evocative exercises and homework
assignments. This course is designed to enhance FAP skills through life histories sharing, daily
log activities, sharing of painful losses histories, questionnaires exploration, and clinical case
formulations. Getting success in these aims requires creating an intense interpersonal
connection, so this course is only adequate for persons willing to be vulnerable and growing
trough risk taking in the interaction with other participants of the course, and with people in
their daily lives.
The group is limited to 8 participants. If you're interested, please let us know
immediately to reserve your spot.
For more about FAP, its clinical applications, and theoretical and empirical foundations you can
check the link: http://functionalanalyticpsychotherapy.com/

